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By the early hours of June 25 he had ordered Wayne to follow Scott with another 1, picked men. Using the
same wounded-to-killed ratio and assuming a proportion of the missing were fatalities, Lender and Stone
estimate Washington's casualties could have exceeded  Also that day, the British troops on Long Island
received 5, Hessian reinforcements, bringing their total to 20, Main articles: Philadelphia campaign and
Franco-American Alliance General George Washington In , some two years into the American Revolutionary
War , the British commander-in-chief General Sir William Howe launched the Philadelphia campaign to
capture the rebels' capital and persuade them to sue for peace. Leaving a garrison of 1, at Princeton ,
Cornwallis then attacked Washington's position on January 2, , and was three times repulsed before darkness
set in. As disorganized as the retreat was for Lee, at unit level it was generally conducted with a discipline that
did credit to Steuben's training. General Howe wore a camlet cloak over his regimentals. He preferred not to
risk the Continental Army against a professional, well-trained enemy until French intervention swayed the
odds in the Americans' favor and proposed that Clinton should be allowed to proceed to New York
unmolested. On the left flank, the appearance of another British force 2,â€”3, strong prompted Jackson to pull
his regiment back from its isolated position on the banks of Spotswood North Brook. Hessians in their blue
uniforms are in the two boats that are only partly visible. To whom did she address her "sentiments"? Ewald
himself returned to Hesse in spite of having frequently criticized British command in his journal. As a class,
create a table to illustrate the range of civilian experiences in these selections. Research into these soldiers
contracted to fight in the war gives us an enlightening history that shows just how global a war the American
Revolution really was. An hour later, Washington ordered a reinforced brigade commanded by Brigadier
General Enoch Poor to probe Clinton's right flank while Woodford's brigade was to drop down from Combs
Hill and probe Clinton's left flank. Clinton was forced to withdraw his own artillery, bringing the cannonade
with Washington's guns on Perrine's Hill to an end, and move the Grenadiers to sheltered ground at the north
end of the hedgerow. British patrols noticed that there did not seem to be any American pickets and thus began
to search the area. This division contained the bulk of the slow-moving heavy transport of the 1,wagon
baggage train. This action not only significantly boosted the army's morale; it also brought Cornwallis out of
New York. In later years, Thanksgiving was celebrated on or near the 25th, making Evacuation Day
redundant. He was within three miles of the British, too far away from the main army for it to support him,
and his men were exhausted and hungry. In A Good Year for Revolution, he argues that the determining
events of the American Revolution occurred a year earlier than most people realize. Because of this the Howes
at first treated him as a deserter , with threats of military punishment. This time they unanimously favored the
defensive option and waiting until the British intentions became clearer. Further information: Order of battle
of the Battle of Long Island The British fleet in the lower bay Harpers Magazine, depicts the British fleet
amassing off the shores of Staten Island in the summer of On June 28, Washington learned that the British
fleet had set sail from Halifax on June 9 and were heading toward New York. Light troops and pioneers
screened the route ahead of the main force and cleared obstacles, combat units were embedded with the
baggage train and battalion -sized units provided flank guards.


